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unlike anything else and much more difficult to learn.
No other language helps you and it is all idioms and
exceptions to every rule. I can write compositions and
letters and I can read, of course, with a dictionary, and
I think I could get what I wanted if I were stranded,
but I can't really talk yet. I wish I knew why gram-
marians always search the world—or dictionaries—for
the words you want least in a language, and give them
you to learn, and leave out the words you want every
day. I can talk about hawks and flails, scythes, rye
and barley, magicians, kings and fairies; but I couldn't
find out how to ask for an extra blanket or a clean plate
or a fork. I suppose I shall find out some day !
Have you been writing much poetry ? I forget; did
I ever send you a little book by Austin Clark ? He is
the latest minor poet over here and he is quite unlike
a modern. He is heroic and writes long yarns about
kings and historical magnificence, which is very
original, in this country, where the poets wander in
dim twilight mixed with turf-smoke, peopled with
peasants and mystic beings with pale hands.
Do you ever write what the writers call vers Kbres ?
To me they seem the last resource of the lazy and
incompetent. Send me something of yours next time
you write.
Italy certainly fills one with hope, Greece too, and
Poland. We are the only people left in chains. Our
people are wonderful; there is little fear of death
among them, and heaven is so real to them that they
look forward to meeting their friends there. The
present persecutions seem to have brought the living
and the dead into such close touch, it is almost uncanny.
It all makes one feel that they must win. The spiritual
must prevail over the material in the end. We suffer,
and suffering teaches us to unite and stand by each
other. It also makes for us friends everywhere, while

